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similarly, to make it easier to jump out of the
chat sidebar into your normal messages,

facebook has added a “back” button above
the friend list. this is a cool new feature,

because you can now “back” to your normal
messages, and then go to the side bar to

search for the friend you were just chatting
with. 3. messages can be sent through the

new contact list. you may notice that
sometimes, if you write someone in the to
box, you may not be taken directly to that
box, but to a new contact list where you

have to click on people to see which of them
you want to send messages to. as shown in
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the screenshot above, you can right click on
the tab to take you to the contact list for that
person. you can then select the person you
want to send a message to in that list, and
click send. unlike many older features, like

apps or photo albums, this feature is
completely facebook’s own. we can only
assume that this feature is fairly new to

facebook and that they will be adding it to
many other platforms in the future. the

message seems to have been recently rolled
out, with over an 800 million active users by
the end of september. (remember that 1.49

billion figure earlier?) so it seems to be
taking some time for more people to

discover it. (this feature was pretty well-
hidden!) who knows, it could be that

facebook is taking a leaf out of google+’s
book. they rolled out a similar feature in

google+ for similar reasons. no reason to go
through the trouble of diving in and out of

different apps and user accounts.
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personally, i think the new algorithm is a
little easier for me to navigate. i still like to

click and like some quirky or funny blog
posts on blogs that i follow, still, lets me see

all sorts of things i would have missed
before. perhaps take a trip down memory

lane to keep some of the fun in your life. but
so many users are complaining about this
and so many have commented that it is
because theyve been posting too much

before, thus driving them off the site. theres
no doubt this new ranking is more effective

for me, but i do feel it is driving fewer
potential friends (me included) off the site.
(see image below) facebook is rolling out

upgraded news feed to the web on
wednesday. the updates will include

everything from the new chat sidebar to a
less cluttered friend list to news feed

improvements to usernames being able to
be displayed with icons instead of just
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symbols. some of these updates have been
considered for some time, but it could not be

confirmed whether the revised news feed
has in fact been rolled out or not. whatever
the case may be, users are expected to see
some changes soon as the updated news
feed should become live later this week.

facebook will also be introducing some more
features with the new news feed, such as

allowing users to respond to and view posts
in the news feed with the click of a button.
the new layout means users will be able to

click on a post to view the page it was
posted on, see who posted the post and who

responded to it. however, the most
surprising aspect of the new news feed is
that posts will no longer be displayed in

chronological order. instead, facebook users
will see posts based on the number of times
they’re “liked”, followed, responded to, etc.
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